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Wood-look ceilings have a remarkable ability to infuse any space with 

a sense of warmth and comfort, enhancing the well-being of both 

occupants and end users. The natural tones and textures of wood evoke 

a feeling of cosiness and familiarity, creating a welcoming atmosphere 

that envelops those within. Whether it’s the rich hues of American 

Walnut or the earthy warmth of Oak, these ceilings exude a timeless 

charm that adds a layer of comfort to any room.

Beyond their visual appeal, wood-look ceilings also have a tangible 

effect on the well-being of individuals: the exposure to natural material 

like wood can help reduce stress levels and promote a sense of calmness 

and relaxation. This connection to nature is essential for fostering a 

healthy and harmonious environment, where individuals can thrive and 

flourish.

The natural tones and textures of wood evoke a connection to the 

outdoors, bringing a touch of nature indoors. From cosy living rooms to 

inviting cafes, wood-look ceilings lend a comforting backdrop to 

everyday moments, enriching the lives of those who dwell beneath them.

Feel the warmth & 
comfort in your interiors
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Design spaces
Wood-look ceilings possess a distinctive quality that elevates the  

signature spaces they grace, offering a diverse portfolio of design  

possibilities that inspire creativity and elegance. Whether in  

a premium office lobby, a chic restaurant, or a grand hotel, these  

ceilings become focal points, exuding sophistication and charm.

From classic wood veneers to contemporary finishes, the range of  

styles allows for tailored design solutions that complement any  

architectural vision. The versatility of wood-look materials extends 

beyond aesthetics, offering practical benefits such as acoustic  

insulation and environmental sustainability.

By seamlessly integrating into various design schemes, ceilings  

from the Knauf Ceiling Solutions Wood Design range not only  

enhance the visual appeal of signature spaces but also contribute  

to their unique ambiance and character, leaving a lasting  

impression on all who experience them.

© Knauf Ceiling Solutions
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DESIGNBOARD Wood DESIGNLINE Wood VARIOLINE Wood Metal Wood Effect

EXPOSED GRID 
SYSTEMS

CONCEALED GRID 
SYSTEMS

BAFFLE & GRILLE 
SOLUTIONS

FLOATING 
SOLUTIONS

CHANNELLED 
SOLUTIONS

LINEAR 
SOLUTIONS

WALL 
SOLUTIONS

Wood ceilings combine the beauty of natural wood 

in a versatile range of panels available in standard and 

custom options.

Concealed solutions provide a continuous, 

monolithic appearance by covering the suspension system.

Baffle and Grille solutions create dramatic lines adding 

a unique perspective to your design.

Open up an almost endless range of dramatic 

design possibilities with canopies that can be suspended 

from any soffit.

Create a jointless ceiling for a unique effect 

with a versatile range of channelled planks available 

in standard and custom options.

Easy-to-install wood veneer planks offer a wide  

variety of installation options including seamless  

wall to ceiling transitions.

Wall systems are available in a large range of finishes  

with standard, custom and channelled perforations  

that improve sound quality and reverberation time.

DESIGNBOARD Wood
DESIGNLINE Wood

VARIOLINE Wood Metal Wood Effect

„Wooden“ look and feel

Natural wood surface

High acoustic performance

Dimension / shape flexibility

Reaction to fire

Easy to install

Easy to maintain

Cost effective solution

Durability

DESIGNBOARD Wood

is a real natural 

wood veneered surface with 

a gypsum baseboard.

DESIGNLINE Wood

is a veneered 

gypsum fibre lamella.

VARIOLINE Wood

is a range of printed mineral 

ceilings that provides 

the appearance and warmth 

of wood.

Metal Wood Effect

is metal with wood effect 

and simulates a durable 

and clear look.

Our solutions

= excellent = super
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KNAUF DESIGNBOARD 
227 / 230 WOOD
DESIGNBOARD 227 / 230 WOOD, made of gypsum fiberboard, is used in all areas 

of high-quality interior design with very exacting design requirements. 

The embellished surfaces of DESIGNBOARD 227 / 230 WOOD enable individual 

designs to be achieved, meaning that tomorrow’s requirements can be met today.

Acoustic protection, acoustic properties, fire protection as well as robustness 

are requirements met by DESIGNBOARD 230 WOOD in correspondingly tested 

systems alongside very great flexibility in design. Excellently suited to use in 

areas subject to building regulations in which non-flammable composite materials 

are required. DESIGNBOARD 227 / 230 WOOD can be installed using our 

KEILLEISTE or DESIGNBOARD FIX substructures.

Oak Select
KD-0035-00-W

Other veneers on requests

Ash Select
KD-0158-00-W

Am. Walnut Select
KD-0042-00-W

Real wood veneer / surface

Straight round  
perforation (R)

Straight slot (S)Nano perforation (N)

DESIGNBOARD WOOD

DESIGNBOARD WOOD CHANNELLED

Our products prove themselves wherever uncompromising 

functionality, perfect acoustics, high-end aesthetics, 

consistent appearance and installation systems are required. 

As a long-standing partner for construction industry 

professionals such as architects, interior designers, contractors, 

stakeholders and consultants, Knauf Design is a reliable 

system supplier. We ensure maximum safety with regard to 

required quality, approval and feasibility.

Tauberphilharmonie Weikersheim ©Stefan Ernst Fotografie

©Stefan Ernst FotografieTeilkampfschule Hannover ©Frank Aussieker

DESIGNBOARD WOOD

DESIGNBOARD WOOD CHANNELLED

DESIGNBOARD WOOD

DESIGNBOARD WOOD CHANNELLED
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KNAUF DESIGNLINE WOOD
Knauf Design lamella system – the must-have for design fans. Modern decorative 

mouldings made of wood or with a wood look are already very popular all over the 

world. KNAUF DESIGNLINE, the new veneered gypsum fibre lamella from 

Knauf Design, is the ideal solution for exclusive and sophisticated interior design. 

In addition to its unique design, the new system offers maximum safety combined 

with a pleasant feeling of well-being. In contrast to conventional wooden 

lamellas, KNAUF DESIGNLINE is perfectly suited for use in areas regulated by 

building authorities where non-combustible composite materials are required.

The installation of the system also achieves optimum room acoustics. 

Different veneers, shapes and dimensions as well as the option to combine them 

with each other offer enormous design freedom. Installation is also possible both 

horizontally and vertically.

Thanks to the certified DESIGNLINE FIX substructure for walls and ceilings, 

KNAUF DESIGNLINE can be installed quickly and easily. This contributes to a 

sophisticated system solution.

© Claudia Peter INNENARCHITEKTUR

DESIGNLINES R

© Knauf Design

DESIGNLINES RDESIGNLINES R

5mm gap 10mm gap

20mm gap15mm gap

5mm gap 10mm gap

20mm gap15mm gap

5mm gap 10mm gap

20mm gap15mm gap

5mm gap 10mm gap

20mm gap15mm gap

5mm gap
DESIGNLINE 42-25 R

(5mm gap available also
for DESIGNLINE Q)

10mm gap
DESIGNLINE 38-18 R
αw = 0,50 - 0,60 (L)

(10mm gap available also
for DESIGNLINE Q)

20mm gap
DESIGNLINE 48-36 R
αw = 0,55 - 0,65 (LM)

15mm gap
DESIGNLINE 42-25 R

25mm gap
DESIGNLINE 42-25 R

5 mm gap

Designline R
(round edge)

Designline Q
(square edge)

10 mm gap 15 mm gap

20 mm gap 25 mm gap
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VARIOLINE Wood
VARIOLINE Wood is a range of printed mineral ceilings that provides the 

appearance and warmth of natural wood. Its laminated acoustic surface grants 

the range optimal sound absorption performances. The choice of six different 

standard natural wood visuals opens the door for a wide range of design options 

while meeting the highest quality requirements of the industry.

Cherry (US) Larch BirchCherry (EU)

Wood species

Oak Ash

© Knauf Ceiling Solutions

© Knauf Ceiling Solutions

Wood Diagonal species (light & dark)

Put your imagination to the test: be playful and inventive with our printed wood tones to create truly bespoke motifs. 

CherryOak LarchAsh BambooWalnut

VARIOLINE Wood 
Diagonal
The diagonal print sets entirely new design horizons. With a choice of 

six different standard natural wood designs, this new range is the 

perfect playground to create aesthetically pleasing, well-designed rooms.  

Available in both dark and light tones, VARIOLINE Wood Diagonal 

opens unlimited pattern possibilities, giving you the creative freedom 

to bring your visions to life.

Oak*
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Metal Wood Effect
When the advantageous properties of two material worlds are combined in style, 

a truly unique design solution emerges: Ceilings with Metal Wood Effect 

from Knauf Ceiling Solutions. Through a high-quality printing process, the metal 

elements are given a specific wood finish, authentically reproducing the natural 

appearance of wood. Various wood veneers such as oak, ash, walnut, or maple 

are available. The Metal Wood Effect solutions benefit from the inherent, proven 

features of our metal range for ceiling and wall installation — durability, stability, 

edge detail, and a variety of perforations — to harmoniously blend with the 

distinctive beauty of wood.

Ash MapleNatural Bamboo

Oak

Caramel Bamboo

American Cherry

Wood Effects

American Walnut

Further colours and
wood effects 
available on request.

Features:

■ Metal with wood effect

■ Durable and clear look

■ Precise edge details and perforations 

■ Good simulation of the natural look

■ A decorative range of metal ceilings that 
 can feature a choice of wood appearances

© Philip Durrant © Philip Durrant

© Philip Durrant
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Knauf Ceiling Solutions GmbH & Co. KG

Elsenthal 15,

94481 Grafenau, Germany

Phone: +49 8552 422-0

www.knaufceilingsolutions.com

E-Mail: info.kcs@knauf.com

Registered court: Passau district court,

Registration No.: HRA 7069

VAT No. pursuant to § 27a of the German VAT Act  

(Umsatzsteuergesetz): DE131249009

Managing Director: Karl Wenig
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